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A Good Thing Gone Wrong

T
by Nathalie Rozot

The explosion in adjunct
faculty members has
served to underscore
the R&D funding crisis
for this group of parttime teacher/scholars
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LET’S TALK NUMBERS
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In the AFT survey, 8 percent of adjuncts

contractual appointments, compensation for

wished for more support for development.

service and paid academic leaves. Though

Adjuncts are not only markedly penal-
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ized by a lack of compensation for their

KICKSTARTER FOR PAPERS?

research is left to crowd sourcing or the

research and fewer funding opportunities,

In the U.S., institutional, federal and

abyss. Lighting professional organizations

but they cannot use funding for compensa-

state grant programs neither reflect cur-

such as the Nuckolls Fund for Lighting
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Until this changes, much of lighting

lighting educational programs, which are
often initiated by full-time educators. Our
industry must understand how part-time
faculty serve lighting education, and step
up with new strategies to fund research
that is critical for our academic and professional practices.
I take pride in doing what I love, which
includes teaching and beating harsh odds
with lighting topics in highly competitive
multi-disciplinary fellowships and grant
programs. I aspire to fair and sensible
funding opportunities because my options
are dismal. One example is my recent proposal “Lighting Education: Nuckolls in the
21st Century.” I proposed an investigation
into the evolution of lighting educational
programs relative to the cultural history of
our industry, including student, academic
and professional demographics, since
James Nuckolls’ days at Parsons. This
knowledge would be beneficial for lighting
education: absolute and relative statistics on our trade would inform visions for
an evolving academic field. This initiative
cannot be developed without support, but
as part of the other 80 percent, I don’t even
have a place to turn to for consideration.
Nathalie Rozot is a lighting practitioner and
a part-time assistant professor at Parsons
the New School for Design’s School of
Constructed Environments in the Master
of Fine Arts in Lighting Design program.
She is the founder of the lighting think tank
Phoscope.
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